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Abstract

This article analyzes the origins of state and nation, and proposes the emergence of the Network State
as an inevitable phenomenon, elaborating on some of the concepts expressed in Balaji Srinivasan's
book, The Network State.1 Like Bitcoin, the Network State is destined to bring about profound social
revisions in the power balance between citizens and governments. For the first time, people will be
able to peacefully experiment with new forms of social organization and even create new countries. In
addition to the importance of the Network State as a model for peaceful experimentation of startup
societies, several central issues on the topic are brought to light– for instance, the difference between
DAOs and the Network State, and the state’s endowment of executable citizen’s rights through
transparency and access. Finally, the article proposes a direction for the evolution of The Network
State book.

1Publicly available at https://thenetworkstate.com/



Actionable Insights

● States, nations, and sovereignty are recent concepts. Contrary to popular belief, nations,
states, and sovereignty are not monolithic and imperishable; modern states are about two
hundred years old– often less. Social organization should be no different from other sectors of
human activity. Experimentation and innovation bring better results.

● Technology informs societal organization. The concept of state and nation were born in an
era when territory informed culture and birthplace determined cultural identity. It was not until
after the printing press, during 1600-1800, that a sense of belonging and a conscience
"collective" dimension developed. This basis created the conditions for the emergence of
modern states.

● Web3 makes the role of the state as controller less necessary. The Internet has already
created preconditions for a new form of coexistence beyond borders, which Web3
exacerbated, leading one to question the effectiveness and efficiency of state constructs.
Network States may be successors to current states wherein the network is sovereign.

● Network States are not DAOs. The Network State revolution is different from the crypto
movement: founded on coordinated action for a moral causes – an ethos – rather than
currency. Currency is issued later and an internal economy is created.

● Competition among organizational models as an innovation driver. Studying different
societal models generates learnings that facilitate improvements over the current state of
societies. Societies will iterate towards "society-market-fit" in a disruptive process of
performance-based competition with measurable on-chain criteria.

● A new kind of functional sovereignty will succeed as a monolithic concept. Sovereignty
is necessary to ensure peace. In the 1800s, God was believed to be the supreme authority.
Progressively the state became supreme authority. In the 2000s, the network has already
become a de facto authority. What's next?

● The Network State is a methodology. The Network State is a “problem solving toolkit” for
peaceful validation and scalability of social organizations. This is the real revolution, and it is
not something that has a beginning and an end— it’s a repeatable model for data-driven,
societal innovation!

● The territorial component is the element of differentiation. Without the "onerous" societal
element of territory, any online community could be thought of as a "country."

● Five proposals for Network State v2. i) Less focus on the American political system, ii)
expanded reflections on associations and cooperatives as social constructs, iii) expand and
elaborate on the concept of the services offered by the Network State, iv) discuss the
prospect of Nation States adopting Web3, v) examine historical patterns of Special Economic
Zones.

● The Network State opens new economic frontiers. New economic frontiers will emerge for
entrepreneurs, users, investors, and citizens. New industries for "society market fit,"
"government market fit," and other verticals will create a transformative evolution.

Nations, Sovereignty, and the State

The story of humanity could be written from the perspective of the shifting balance between individual
rights and governmental power. Implicit state recognition – the defining element of a sovereign state –



dates back to 1648 with the Peace of Westphalia,2 which instilled the principles of non-interference
into the internal affairs of the another state, with equality amongst states. At the time, recognition of
self-sovereignty was unprecendented. As an outcome of this action, today a state as small as San
Marino3 equates to Germany in measure and determination of sovereignty.

Sovereignty is "not recognising superior authority,"4 rather it’s the ultimate power of independence– a
decree that no external authority legally exerts control over another state. Granted, threats to a state’s
sovereignty clearly existed in post-Westphalian order, which in itself is an interesting topic that could
be expanded widely.5

The phrase "sovereign state" is commonly used, but rarely worded "sovereign nation." There is a
reason for that: only a state can be sovereign; a nation can be represented by a sovereign state. The
state is the organizational structure of people.6 A consequence of this distinction is that there can be
more than one nation in a state, and more than one state administering a nation.

A nation is a particular group of people who share cultural heritage,7 and a state is defined by these
requirements:

1. Territory: a determined territorial area bound by borders;
2. Population: a group of people residing in a determined territory permanently;
3. Government: an apparatus that exercises sovereignty, that is, the power of command over

that people and within that territory;

Sovereignty is not a unitary, monolithic concept. For example, the European Union was born from
European states spontaneously ceding a portion of their sovereignty to a new entity that acquired
regulatory powers over them.

In 1920, the British Empire ruled over 458 million people, one-fifth of the world's population.8 Going
further back, the Roman Empire ruled 1,500 years.9 Comparatively, 200 year old European countries
appear young.

9 Taking in consideration the “Eastern Empire” based at Constantinople, as the continuation of the
Roman Empire, the fall of the city (AD 1453) can be taken as point of reference.

8 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Empire

7 The word nation comes from the Latin natus meaning born. That is why the first definition that comes
to give the word nation is that of a collection of people who were born within the same territorial
boundary.

6 Connected with these issues is that of jurisdiction. Any of us have often heard or read about issues
of jurisdiction. Jurisdiction is the prerogative of the sovereign entity: the one who exercises ultimate
power can define what is permissible and not permissible and use force to ensure that adherence to
the rules. The sovereign body creates multi-level systems of rules, where normally the most
authoritative and overriding in case of doubt is the Constitution. Typically, there are then regulations of
primary, secondary level and so on. It is technically called the "hierarchy of sources".

5 From the point of view of international law, to date, the standards of reference on the subject of the
recognition of new sovereign states is encapsulated in the Montevideo Convention:
https://www.jus.uio.no/english/services/library/treaties/01/1-02/rights-duties-states.xml

4 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sovereignty
3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/San_Marino
2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Westphalian_sovereignty



Today, the concept of sovereignty and legal systems is multi-level and multifaceted.10 Legal pluralism
theories are well known11 and "Merchant Law" opens the debate to question the effectiveness of
national sovereignty.12

At birth each of us automatically assumes citizenship of a state, a social contract created by our
ancestors, inheriting a regime of obligations and rights arising from this status without explicit
acceptance of this social contract. According to Hobbes' well-known definition, men left alone would
be a danger to themselves and others "in a perpetual war of all against all.”13 Thankfully humankind
has a propensity to organize into societies with an objective of ensuring peace.

It’s interesting to juxtapose these analyses with business considerations. Former Netscape CEO Jim
Barksdale once quipped "there’s only two ways I know of to make money: bundling and
unbundling."14 Many historical cycles and counter-cycles could be interpreted as a perpetual
oscillation between unity and multiplicity; ex pluribus unum and vice versa. The Peace of Westphalia
itself had the effect of fragmenting the Roman empire. The Roman empire with the Pax Augustea
represented unification of the multifaceted reality of those times.

The extraordinary thing is that in the past two hundred years, in fact, there has been no way to
experiment with new forms of organization. New companies have been founded and new currencies
minted, but no new organizational forms have been created. There is no particular reason to think that
this segment is an exception to the rule that experimenting always leads to improvement.

The Internet, Web3, and Inevitability Of Network States

Now that we have assessed the formation of the state, we will analyze how it is not an ideal social
construct in a digital world experiencing the growth of Web3.

The evolution of technology created a context that profoundly influenced the evolution of social
organization into what today we call the “Nation State.”

During the era in which nations were formed, people’s lives and relationships were preordained by
their birthplace. Transportation was slow, expensive, and inaccessible. And this situation persisted
into the 19th century. The average citizen at that time lived his entire life in the range of a few miles
from his home.15

15 Taking pre-revolutionary France as a reference, it is interesting to note that for about 150 years, the
mobility situation of the average citizen did not change. As is mentioned "most peasants–i.e. most of
the population–lived out their lives within a radius of only 4 to 5 miles (6 to 8 km), that is to say the

14 [...]music is a great example of that. It made sense in the LP and CD era to put eight or 10 or 12 or
15 songs on a disc and press the disc and ship it out and have it sit in storage until somebody came
along and bought it.But, when you have the ability online to download or stream individual tracks, then
all of a sudden that bundle just doesn’t make sense. So it collapsed apart into individual MP3s. And I
think now it makes sense that it’s kind of re-bundling into streaming services like Pandora and Spotify.
https://hbr.org/2014/06/how-to-succeed-in-business-by-bundling-and-unbundling

13 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bellum_omnium_contra_omnes
12 https://scholarship.law.duke.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=2476&context=faculty_scholarship

11https://lawexplores.com/no-more-sovereignty-on-the-concepts-of-legal-pluralism-living-law-and-socie
tal-constitutionalism/

10https://www.robert-schuman.eu/en/european-issues/0410-europe-and-sovereignty-reality-limits-and-
outlook



Etymology tells us that the word "nation" comes from natus, which means "born." For the majority of
the population, sharing culture equated to sharing territory, and vice versa, because where you were
born was where you lived your entire life.

According to Benedict Anderson, the printing press played a central role in the birth of modern nation
states. In 1440, the Gutenberg printing press enabled vast populations across expansive territories to
develop a common sense of culture:

The development of nationalism, he argued, was caused by the convergence of capitalism
and print media. According to Anderson, the development of mass vernacular newspapers
laid the basis for the nation because their readership could imagine sharing a collective
experience of the news, irrespective of their geographical distance from each other and of
social hierarchies.16

Further expanding cultural identity, the cost of producing books in England dropped dramatically after
the introduction of the printing press, as sharing information across distances became 10x cheaper.

Historic Trends in Book Production, (AI IMPACTS)17

17 https://aiimpacts.org/historic-trends-in-book-production/
16 https://www.britannica.com/biography/Benedict-Anderson

area which encompassed their family, the weekly market, the notary and the seigneurial court and
which they traversed on foot. They had been doing that in 1660, and they were still doing it in 1815"
Blanning, T. C. W. . The Pursuit of Glory (The Penguin History of Europe) (p. 37). Penguin Publishing
Group. Kindle Edition.



However, although technological innovation achieved a breakthrough in printing capabilities in 1600,
it took centuries to achieve critical mass in literacy; in 1800 only 62% of England’s population could
read.18

Similarly, the internet was not immediately embraced, but it has grown exponentially over the past
thirty years. The Internet has even produced its own “language,” as Mario Gabriele notes in his article
on the subject:

The modern version of a vernacular language is, of course, the meme. It is the dialect of the
internet everyman, and it is natively suited for that dominion. Not only are memes context-rich,
visual, and remixable, they're often post-linguistic — you do not need to speak a particular
language to enjoy them. Such a feature is ideal for the internet's global audience.19

The Internet has enabled a broader sense of belonging, creating conditions for digital coexistence
online and in the metaverse. The cost of sharing information is virtually free today.20

20 https://twitter.com/david_perell/status/1478463448186966021
19 https://www.readthegeneralist.com/briefing/the-decentralized-country

18 "In the 14th century, 80 percent of English adults couldn’t even spell their names. When Johannes
Gutenberg invented the printing press in 1440, only about 30 percent of European adults were literate.
Gutenberg’s invention flooded Europe with printed material and literacy rates began to rise. In the
17th century education became an emphasized part of urban societies, further catalyzing the spread
of literacy. All told, literacy rates in England grew from 30 percent of about 4 million people in 1641 to
47 percent of roughly 4.7 million in 1696. As wars, depressions and disease riddled 18th century
Europe, the pace of literacy growth slowed but continued upwards, reaching 62 percent among the
English population of roughly 8 million by 1800. Looking broadly at the worldwide condition, literacy
rates have been slower. As inuitively understandable, worldwide still now and in the past 50 years
there are areas of the world with low literacy rates. Worldwide, literacy has steadily increased from 56
percent of almost 2 billion adults (ages 15 and over) in 1950 to 83 percent of about 4.5 billion adults in
2008." Cfr. https://www.mcsweeneys.net/articles/literacy-rates



Individuals using the internet (% of population), Statista21

If Anderson's assessment is accurate, social media –living in an eternal "now"– are more capable of
creating commonalities than past influences.

Despite the distance that separates them, a physically dispersed population that is online can still
relate and share emotions on Instagram or a sense of belonging in Reddit. Instead of associating with
those who are close in space, they can associate with those who are close in interests and values.
The Internet has already enabled the formation of new cultures and "sub-cultures" where people
share a vision.

For many, the Internet –the home of so many sub-cultures– already holds a deeper meaning than
shopping and cat memes. It is a place where significant new relationships are formed. Members of
crypto-communities commonly meet in person after having interacted for months or years online.
While it is a long way from the ideas of the 80’s, for someone born in the 1990's or in the 2000's, the
idea of founding an opt-in digital society is not far fetched.

The implications of this movement are more than cultural: if the Internet has already enabled online
commerce, thereby rendering territorial boundaries less important, Virtual Reality and Augmented
Reality will catalyze the next leap. The Internet will facilitate the creation of new types of
techno-political boundaries and, conversely, become increasingly significant with its’ own virtual
boundaries.

Web3 introduces an Internet of ownership22 where users own digital assets directly, without
intermediaries. Trading Bitcoin does not require trust in a Leviathan, "controller," or specific guarantor
of peace. Again, it’s possible to see the speed of change— this time at a faster and more abrupt rate
of cryptocurrency adoption.23 Not only has the territorial boundary disappeared, the need for a
guardian of that boundary or trade relations becomes obsolete and unnecessary.

The paradigm of "ownership" or "to have" is going to be stateless and a-territorial as well. This is
what could be described as a Copernican Revolution of the dynamic between the digital and physical
worlds. The digital world is becoming the main realm where our consciousness is formed,
relationships are built, culture is made, and scarce resources are managed. Minting tokens online was
only the first step.

23 https://medium.com/electric-capital/electric-capital-developer-report-2021-f37874efea6d
22 https://a16zcrypto.com/state-of-crypto-report-a16z-2022/
21 https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/IT.NET.USER.ZS



Overall cryptocurrency market capitalization per week from July 2010 to September 2022(in billion U.S. dollars),
Statista24

When we we consider the current context, it is evident that the basis for the emergence of new social
constructs such as Network States are already well established. The Internet made e-commerce a
reality; scrolling social networks represents a daily routine for billions of people. Web3, VR, and AR
will be just new elements in a trend that started thirty years ago that will accelerate us along our
trajectory to increasingly digitized lives.

We can see the trend of non-governmental digital replacements for offline government service in the
growth of Online Dispute Resolution in Paypal, Ebay, Alibaba, or Airbnb. Large platforms managing
millions of relationships created their own "quasi judicial" system, already absorbing what in the past
was predominantly a prerogative of states.25 Looking at the numbers, new "services" have already
built systems (with their own rules and principles) which are already "stateless" and self-standing.26

26

https://www.chinajusticeobserver.com/a/4-things-you-have-to-know-on-how-to-file-a-dispute-on-alibab
a

25https://www.researchgate.net/publication/330181756_E-BAY_DISPUTE_RESOLUTION_AND_REV
OLUTION_AN_INVESTIGATION_ON_A_SUCCESSFUL_ODR_MODEL

24 https://www.statista.com/statistics/730876/cryptocurrency-maket-value/



Network States Are Not DAOs

To date, the crypto phenomenon is for the most part still based on a speculative-emotional value
proposition: DeFi, collectibles, and gaming occupy the vast majority of applications.27

The concept of the Network State did not evolve from DAOs or asset-driven logic. It didn't contain
speculation on "how to create a new Country with bootstrapping a treasury through DeFi mechanics".
Instead, it started from an opposite principle: the moral commandment at the foundation of a society,
which in Balaji's thinking is called a "startup society."

If the concept of Network State had been generated within a community like Ethereum, the angle of
the discourse would have been "how DAOs can organize states" and the same concept of citizenship
would have been translated as soulbound tokens. The foundational citizen's behavior would have
been "staking tokens" and the first government could have been conceived as a multi-sig wallet.

A DeFi version of Network States would probably have citizens staking tokens and earning "passive
citizenship income." Or, instead, long pages of the essay would have covered the topic of "how to
ensure collective choices thanks to a game theory based democratic system."

Instead, Balaji focused on the role of the startup society founder, a choice foreign to archetypal Web3
logic. It is no coincidence that in the article commenting on the Network States, Buterin disagrees on
this point of the founder's role.28

The citizen of a startup society doesn't own a governance token on day 1. He shares the purpose and
feels belonging to the new social construct. Only in a second phase, there is a coordination for
common action, eventually citizens make the effort to meet in physical space to create trust among
individuals and, at that point, a native cryptocurrency can be introduced. There is no game-theory
driven trust, ensured by a crypto-economic incentives ad default scheme: there is the concept of
meeting in person. Then, and only then, the internal economy with their own currency comes into
place.

And it couldn't be different: a person is either Spanish, Brazilian, Mexican, etc. regardless of what
currency they own. And for sure, I am not citizen of a country because of I get paid, it works instead
the other way around.

This doesn't mean that in Balaji's vision any of these elements is excluded. It's that the paradigm has
been reverted. In Web3 up to this point, the first step would have been "issue the society token" or
"launch your society initial offering," and then build. Like "digital first, land later", the paradigm for
formation specifies the order: "a true common purpose first, crypto economy afterwards".

I will come back on the topic of the differences between a DAO and a Network State or Startup
Society in a separate paper because I sense that the Network State movement will also highlight the

28 https://vitalik.ca/general/2022/07/13/networkstates.html

27 According to sites such as www.dappradar.com, almost all applications and users are in these
areas. Significantly, the same categories through which to filter the more than 12000 dApps
applications are: Games, DeFi, Gambling, Exchanges, Collectibles, Marketplaces, Social, Other and
High Risk.



current shortcomings of the DAO model, which often involves sophisticated models of "human
coordination" where there is a lot of modeling, but not enough "humanity." A lot of incentives,
considering how contributions in DAOs are often problematic in terms of effective participation and
people are talking about "DAO fatigue."

What I wanted to emphasize here is that reducing the concept of Network State to "another DAOish
construct" is detrimental to the movement. Balaji's Network State concept is not focused on building
a crypto project;  it leverages crypto to the minimum extent necessary.

One of the most interesting chapters will be to analyse how differences will evolve. This is what will be
recognized as the value of Balaji's contribution. It's not easy to build a concept which, on one hand,
creates friction with established socio-political classes and equilibrium and, on the other hand,
doesn't speak in the familiar language of the crypto-industry as developed five years prior.

Reopening the Frontier

We live in societies, some of which have centuries-old histories. For some European countries,
although republican life in general began in the 20th century, we are dealing with ancient social
structures. We are all bearers of the principles of a Locke or a Russeaou.

The unawareness of being born into a pre-determined value system, into a specific and determined
community, often limits or stops the trajectory of innovation.

Applying startup terminology, the social condition of structures based on offline states is less prone
to facilitate a 0 to 1 - transformative change - and more prone, by nature, to facilitate incremental
changes in the societal structure itself.

I am referring to both social (comparable to software) and infrastructural-legal (comparable to
hardware) elements.

An example of the former is that for reasons of social context, new and modern political organizations
themselves are deeply rooted in customs, practices, and dynamics of the past. This is maximally
evident in Europe, where the communication mechanisms are on an antiquated level. If you want be
effective in politics and bring your fresh ideas to fruition, you first have to adapt and learn logic of the
past. It is almost impossible to access the party or movement dynamic if you don't make the required
moves to break the barriers to entry29.

Today’s teenage citizen can start to engage with politics by participating in associations, movements,
and parties following previously existing models and older dynamics of power. That is like thinking of
doing open product innovation for a bank through its own accelerator. You will work on solid B2B
products. Possibly you will end up creating a solid SaaS that improves the service quality for the
bank's customers - which is good. From an internal accelerator at a bank, however, it is unlikely that
a new Satoshi will create a new Bitcoin. Similarly, if the 18-year-old Spanish boy starts his political
career in youth movements will learn to operate in an environment comparable to an existing bank.

29 It could be interesting to expand this research based also to the average age of new voters in
currenly existing Countries



Let's be clear: there is nothing wrong with that and, indeed, every effort should deserve appreciation.
Innovation is valuable also when it is incremental.

The issue is that when it comes to large social constructs — countries or states— we are referring to
a complex machine where incremental change, as seen below, would require time length which is just
not compatible with the pace of technological progress.

The trajectory of incremental change in the societal structure represented by countries and states is
destined to provoke a schism because it’s too far from the trajectory of technological progress that
affects the inherent sense of nationalism and belonging of the citizens.

For example, in order to change structural elements of an administration, there are often
constitutionally-required procedures like referenda: expensive, slow, and very complex instruments.30

You can change these systems, but the procedure is complex and slow. As common sense would
suggest, before thinking about how to achieve change, you should have proper validations of your
assumptions. That's where today’s tools are sub-optimal; it is hard to test policy.

The system therefore is difficult to change from within except by progressive mechanics. Structural
changes are possible but very difficult. Secession is the equivalent of forking and requires complex
constitutional steps and inevitably creates enormous friction.31

Today you cannot peacefully create and experiment from scratch with new models of "state" and the
like. If you try to, you put at risk elements of social security that we all value. There is value in
constitutional history and more generally in the history of many countries. The concept of open
borders does not negate today's state and its value. Rather, the concept of open borders opens up
experimentation to solve problems that are probably different from those that the present system of
states was born to solve.

From this angle, Balaji's theses in my opinion are not a provocation, but a response to a problem that
cannot be avoided or postponed. The value of startup societies and the direction of eventual Network
States is to reopen a frontier that is closed today: to enable new founders and communities to
experiment with processes of self-regulation in a peaceful manner. This activity could lead to a
concrete help for nation States.

Competitive Startup Societies as a 10X Enabler

By discovering models and solutions for better societies, we can generate a 10x improvement over
the current state of societies, iterating rapidly based on "society-market-fit," as is the case in
startups. We will discover the best solutions through a disruptive process of performance-based
competition among alternatives with measurable on-chain criteria.

Imagine that one day there will be 10,000 different startup societies created around moral
commandments. For the first time in history, you will have people able to test, peacefully experiment,
and iterate organizational models digitally.

31 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catalan_independence_movement
30 https://www.idea.int/sites/default/files/publications/constitutional-amendment-procedures-primer.pdf



3.0 Citizens will be able to opt-in and opt-out in a few clicks. The criteria for performing your choice
will be transparent and, formidably corruptiont-resistant. Each person will be able to choose, test, and
compare. This is the selection process behind the opening of the frontier that will peacefully create
real progress. The founders and teams behind these startup societies will experiment and an
ecosystem will be created, an ecosystem of startup society founders. Imagine a decentralized,
open-ended YCombinator and an ecosystem of founders who cyclically learn and iterate until they
find a better "society-market-fit," creating new organizational models every single time.

Imagine also processes of acquisition, merger, and secession of startup societies by others: a
marketplace of startup societies. Imagine a customer-centric approach managed by the next digital
state. How much could it improve the lives of people in that community?

One implication of the Network State concept is that it is easy to imagine Web3 versions of secession
(forks), acquisitions, and mergers among Startup societies pon-chain, quickly, after a vote on
governance. This dynamism and liquidity of organizational forms and social constructs is one of the
values that make the instrument destined to create a large impact.

We are talking about a 10x improvement because it's the typical definition of "disruptive change".
Considering that in the last 200 years experimentation on the government model has been kept hold,
isn't unreasonable to expect significant results.

Functional Sovereignty

Another central aspect of the book is the evolutionary analysis of The Leviathan. The Leviathan is the
superior force that guarantees social peace. In Balaji's synthesis God, State, and Network stand in
rapid succession. In the 1800's the force guarantor of peace was God, with respect to whom the ruler
was a mere executor. Then, later in the 19th century, Nietzsche said "God is dead," and in the
1900's, the State was the Leviathan that guaranteed social peace through laws and sanctions. In the
2000s, the state gradually succeeded  and a new Leviathan emerged: the Network.

So: in the 1800s you wouldn’t steal because God would smite you, in the 1900s you didn’t steal
because the State would punish you, but in the 2000s you can’t steal because the Network won’t let
you.32

Srinivasan lists reasons supporting the Network's greater efficiency over the state.

What I would like to emphasize here instead is how God, state, and network are often motifs in Web3.
It is curious how the line between religious belief and support of a currency often coincide. Several
people have observed that advocacy of the Bitcoin phenomenon and the maximalist current,
especially during 2017-2018, often echoed the defense of a religious belief.33

Many of the narratives seem closer to religious belief than scientific analysis. As Gavin Wood notes in
the recent Polkadot Fellowship manifesto with regard to the Ethereum model, the absence of a
meta-protocol generates a situation whereby:

33 https://theconversation.com/why-are-people-calling-bitcoin-a-religion-175717
32 https://thenetworkstate.com/god-state-network



"as a non-technical, not-especially-diligent stakeholder of the protocol, the lack of a rules-based
decision-making system means that one must simply “have blind faith” in the personalities who
appear to wield significant influence. [...] As a political model, we might liken it to the Catholic church’s
papal leadership; an inner circle of self-serving cardinals with, inevitably, an individual “pope” – first
among equals – who wields more influence than others and who is able to function as a benevolent
dictator where there is a lack of consensus."34

The issue that "trust" in a team, in a protocol, in a currency, in a market as a central element is not
new. Let’s pause and draw an important distinction between faith and trust: faith is based on
unprovable dogma; trust is based on facts.35 Lack of technical knowledge is a barrier to
understanding in Web3 for many, so some people show "faith" in the project; they cannot truly “trust”
it because they cannot ascertain the facts. Even for someone with adequate techinical knowledge,
assumptions for a Web3 project are not fully demonstrable. In a startup, a degree of faith may enter
into a decision to support a project, even for experts.

Network State should be based on inviolable fact trust rather than religious faith. In a startup society
there should be clear metrics that the citizen can examine. The concept of trust in a Network based
on crypto technology should be self-evident. Everyone could in principle be able to verify, therefore,
trust any information.

Distributed ledger technology reaches its ultimate potential in the Network State, providing a
guarantee of security and trustworthiness for a mechanism that can potentially largely replace the
nation state, an institution that operates of faith. With Network States, faith in the Institutions will
evolve into verifiable "trust" in the Istitutions.

Regarding the State <> Network comparison, adding to Srinivasan's remarks, I would like to
emphasize how it is the immediate effectiveness of the new concept  that makes it by far superior.

Looking at the Leviathan from a "citizen-centric" point of view, the citizen of the 1800s met God in
church through a mediated convoluted structure of concepts, texts, rituals, and intermediaries, a
structure that spoke a complex language, Latin, reserved for a few - that hence required
intermediaries and translators36. The citizen of 1900 met the state in the public squares but could only
interact through certain means: notaries, lawyers, accountants among the few. Lacking the barrier of
Latin, modern bureaucracies keep citizens at arms length with the sort of cabalistic-convoluted
practice that modern citizens encounter when dealing with duties, for example paying taxes, an
experience that most people find frustrating at best. The social prestige accorded to "people of the
state" in the late 1900s is historically high and only recently do some recognize it has declined.37

Governments and their officers have been powerful in the last century, sometimes unaccountably so.

Concepts like the Network State have a good chance of success because the bond between the
citizen and his or her Leviathan is going to be direct, immediate, and immersive. No more
intermediaries.

37 https://www.quora.com/Is-being-a-lawyer-becoming-less-prestigious

36 It is interesting to note how Latin was removed from the Catholic liturgy only in 1969
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mass_of_Paul_VI

35 https://wikidiff.com/confidence/faith
34 https://github.com/polkadot-fellows/manifesto/blob/main/manifesto.pdf



Let's take an example. In the State you as a citizen today have rights. These rights, factually, are
difficult to exercise and you need to activate specific remedies that require time and often money.
Here is an example I came across that stunned me. I still recall how suprising I found the statistics
about effective access to justice worldwide.

One estimate indicates that 2.8 billion people, 49% of the population, have unresolved administrative
or civil justice problems.38 If you compare this to the people who have access to the Internet,
estimated at about 5 billion people (63% of the population), we can conclude that fewer people have
access to administrative and civil remedies than have access to the Internet.39

Let's make an analogy. Let's say that for the 51% of the times you have an issue with your AirBnb
host you don't receive support from the dispute resolution center. Would you keep using happily
AirBnb?

Bridging the Justice Gap: Progress to 100% Access to Justice, HiiL Report (2020)

Personally, while I think it is interesting to think of the State as viewed with an Admin Dashboard,
considering the State as viewed through a Citizenship Dashboard reveals the most powerful aspect of
this concept. Through the Citizen Dashboard, in just a few clicks citizens will be able to opt-in,

39 https://www.statista.com/statistics/617136/digital-population-worldwide/

38 Cfr. https://www.hiil.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/HiiL-report-Charging-for-Justice-3.pdf. A report
worthy of analysis for further study
https://worldjusticeproject.org/our-work/research-and-data/global-insights-access-justice-2019

https://www.hiil.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/HiiL-report-Charging-for-Justice-3.pdf


opt-out, select, express preferences and advance requests. Today, the voice of a citizen is often
unheard. Tomorrow, the voice of every Network State citizen will become measurable digital action.
On-chain polls will have their own direct role in governance. If I have to pick one of the primary
reasons why Network States will become a powerful reality, besides more Web3 elements, it is
because of a new Citizen User Experience. Imagine a Customer Support - 24/7, 365 days, enabled by
a trustless coordination layer, where everyone can open easily a ticket in one click. The point wouldn't
be in ensuring that this system could always be cheap, I am saying that people are going to be happy
to pay for that.

In conclusion, one of the emerging themes will be the need to reconsider the very concept of
sovereignty. So far, historically, sovereignty has followed a top-down approach. The power that can
best protect social peace is sovereign. One of the consequences of considering the Network as
sovereign is to open up to a bottom-up approach, in which the very individuals and entities subject to
the rule of the sovereign will directly express their preferences. Sovereignty will become a functional
and multifaceted concept, exercised at multiple levels in diverse ways. The Network State principle
could implicitly lead to a concept of "Multi-leveled Network State," potentially composable by every
nation.

Four Steps to the Epiphany

Srinivasan identifies four main phases for reaching the status of Network State. Nobody starts a
Network State, just as one does not simply “start a public company,” one does not simply “start a
network state.” Instead, you begin with a startup society, which is to a network state what a startup is
to Google. It’s the embryonic form.

The four phases are:

1. Conceptualization of a Startup Society: founders agree on a value system and create an
online community and attract people who share similar values.

2. Coordinated Action as a Network Union: vision becomes action. Balaji talks about
unionization. There is a form of coordination of action in the physical world to project power
and influence policy, a shared cryptocurrency, and forms of trust creation among members
(e.g., physical meetups).

3. Physical materialization into a Network Archipelago: once the economy becomes large
enough, citizens can rent or buy physical places and create a digitally connected physical
network of places where this Network materializes. This can constitute m an "Archipelago
Network."

4. Gaining recognition as a Network State: here once the community and population grows
theoretically it can lead to diplomatic recognition.

Clearly the Network State movement should be grateful to Balaji for his work that opens the way for
further progress. Balaji’s work is not dogmatic, but rather an exploration of possibility and a general
guideline. For example, Balaji says territory is essential, but there could be Network States a day
where the physical component is minimal. The theme of recognition, too, can mean many and varied
things.



First, as already noted, I find it interesting how the starting point is neither organizing action nor
issuing a cryptocurrency. A shared sense of moral purpose is the first step. As seen, this is a central
difference with the DAO phenomenon. This first step, in my opinion, will require new forms of
execution by founders of Startup Societies.

The unionization phase is where vision inspires a coordinated form of action. On this theme, Balaji
draws parallels to American trade unions. The non-American reader is less familiar with the concept
of the American Union, but the concept that emerges seems clear - a group with shared interests
unites to create and exercise political power.

For the next phase, the Network Archipelago, it’s interesting to note how Balaji, likely inspired by
distributed corporate entities, imagines a Network that is hosted in private places in existing
countries. These place are like time-inverted embassies: created to usher in a new (Network) State,
rather than representing an already-recognized State within another.

Eventually, we may arrive at the final state, diplomatic recognition of the Network State by existing
nation states. Clearly this will take some time.

I aim to write a separate article on this final stage of recognition because the topic is quite nuanced.
At this stage, I feel that there is more to be gained by focusing on alternative tools for creating
effective jurisdictions that can function without recognition from existing Countries. I will advance
proposals in the direction of "Nested Network States" or "Mirrored Network States." Indeed, I don't
think Network States will need to follow the procedures that nation states followed. There will be
several versions of "recognition" and, on the other hand, recognition of a Network State can mean
many things in legal or "constitutionalistic" terms.

The Network State should not be understood as an object or as a goal. Just as likewise it makes no
sense to say "as a goal I have to make a startup," no one should have as a goal to make a "network
state." No one who wants to "make a startup" just to make it succeeds in his or her goal. The person
who wants to solve an important problem and, because of that, decides to make a startup and
persists is the one who succeeds.

"Startup" is a method in a spectrum of distinct methods. The Network State can also be understood
as a method: founded on a path of peaceful and measurable validation of new social organizational
forms that solve problems and, after appropriate validation, scale.

Do Network States Need a Territory?

Discussing this concept with friends and colleagues, I initially thought that a Network State would not
necessarily need an archipelago of physical territory. At first, I imagined that creating a single small
place could be sufficient to earn recognition of a distributed digital nomad "population."

Over the course of many chats, however, I have come to a second phase in my thinking (probably not
the last) and now I believe that an archipelago of territory is an important element of the Network
State construct. Regardless of whether or not an archipelago is required for recognition, it delivers
another essential benefit. In today's Web3 market context, meaningful connection is highly valued. So



the Network State should go beyond founding a virtual country and take the next step by developing
an archipelago where participants can really live together.

Would you want to live together with fellow citizens? If they are fellow citizens for real, who truly share
your values, the answer would be yes for most people. If you share just interests and not a profound
moral code or vision, it might not be so important to live along with them. They are Internet friends,
not people you want to consider your co-nationals, people you would strive and sacrifice with. I feel
that this is one of the topics that will be the basis for discussion, implementation and a wide
experimentation in the future.

I was talking recently with a friend who commented on how, in one particular neighborhood in Rome,
everyone still knows each other, Trastevere40. Many neighborhoods definable as residential or
prestigious in Rome are not based on personal relationships and often produce a sense of isolation.
Trastevere is, even today, like a tiny country where there are problems and sometimes living there is
not so comfortable: try to park a car. But there is also a sense of unity, so there are solutions; people
know each other and people help each other.

The question, in other words, should not be "how do we build a Network State" but rather "which are
the common values we share that make us willing to sustain our cooperative effort to create a new
Country in shared scarcity and prosperity"?

Five Proposals for the Network State Book v2

Here are five wishes I have about the next edition of the Network State book:

1. Less focus on the American political system. Some may find it difficult to recognize
valuable reflections among those that risk being too connected and limited to a specific
socio-political system.

2. Examine social constructs as associations and cooperatives. In many areas of the world,
the role of associations (recognized and unrecognized) and cooperatives has been central for
the past 50 years and, to this day, plays an important social role. The concept of association
is briefly touched in the book. In my opinion, it would be very interesting to delve into the
topic of associations, and movements instead of leaving them out.

3. Expand and elaborate on the concept of the services offered by the Network State. This
is a point touched on in the book but I believe one of the primary themes of the concept and
work in the coming years will be to expand with qualitative and quantitative methods to
compare a network state with an offline native state and analyze the differences.

4. Discuss the prospect of Nation States adopting Web3. The model for evolution of a
Network State from a Network Society is clear, but is it the only model?

5. Examine historical patterns of Special Economic Zones. New Special Economic Zones
around the world, in my opinion, will represent how the first examples of smartphones
created the basis for the iPhone (Network State). An interesting angle of insight would be to
do an analysis of the benefits and limitations of some Special Economic Zones.

40 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trastevere



Conclusions

Balaji Srinivasan deserves credit for having introduced a comprehensive and thoughtful first proposal
of the Network State concept.

Wanting to go beyond what is outlined in the book I think we should not think of the Network State as
a rigidly defined concept, nor as a goal. Just as likewise, it makes no sense to say "my goal is to
make a startup," no one should regard the act of creating a "network state" as a goal.

Almost no one who wants to "make a startup" just to to have a feather in their cap succeeds in his or
her goal. The people who want to solve important problems and, because of that, decide to make a
startup have a real purpose that energizes them to persist and succeed.

The concept of "Startup" includes a spectrum of distinct methods with shared characteristics.

The Network State can also be understood as a method that lays out a path of peaceful and
measurable validation of new social organizational forms that solve problems and, after appropriate
validation, scale.

This is the real watershed. And it is not something that has a beginning and an end, but rather it is a
cyclical pattern that is eternally repeatable. Innovation in the financial sector did not end with the first
fintech startup. The first Network State will not be perfect, but it can be committed to continous
improvment and provide a dynamic model for others to follow.

I don't think the extent of this change is well understood today. New categories of entrepreneurs,
users, investors, ecosystems, and commentators will emerge. It is a new industry; this is the real new
frontier. This is the revolution, with a total addressable global market equivalent to the worldwide
government spending (at least a quarter of the world's GDP), as well as the potential to deliver value
by vastly improving the protection of human rights. This revolution will be achieved with a peaceful
process of experimentation, disovery, and refinement. There will be "society market fit," "government
market fit," and endless new criteria.

The point is not to see in the network state concept something that is already perfect, but rather to
see a method that can be perfected and iterated quickly. The four phases that Balaji identifies could
be reinterpreted in a nonlinear and consecutive manner, not as something with an end, but as a
cyclical pattern similar to a lean startup model-a sort of first proposed "lean network state model."

Why is this destined to create a transformative evolution? Because for the past 200 years significant
change has not been possible, but today, all of a sudden, this frontier opens up. The evolutionary line
is already drawn. The Internet and bitcoin have already produced non-reversible changes in society.
Today, some constitutions are a hundred years old, and central laws of our social life are often fifty or
more years old. If we were to live as we did back then, we would have to pick up a pen and inkwell,
move around on horseback, and instead of Netflix we would have to create a court theater company.
In retrospect, the Network State will be considered something that was always inevitable.

The crux of the issue is not to focus on the network state as "Admin Dashboard". Instead, by
focusing on the ”Citizenship Dashboard”, we can perceive the real power of this concept. The



network state’s greatest benefits arise from what it can do for citizens rather than from what it can do
for administrators. Modern forms of opt-in citizenships will be controlled using dashboards relying on
protocols and logic that is ultimately trustless. As Web3 succeeds to Web2, we are going to see a
new form of modern Web3 citizenship arising. One day, this change will have as much weight in the
history books as events like the introduction of universal suffrage or the first constitutions.

The Network State cannot be antagonistic to the modern state. Just as the Internet has not killed the
traditional economy. The internet has helped the entire economy take a step forward; the same will
happen in this case.

A movement of people has already emerged who believe in the Network State, before anything else,
as a method. There are already many of us today who feel we belong to a movement that has just
begun - a movement of people who do not want to create a new Uber or Google or Facebook, but a
new Silicon Valley, open and distributed. Out of this will come first dozens and then hundreds of
decentralized projects with future potential comparable to Google or Facebook in their startup phase.

Jur intends to build the meta-protocol: a modular, composable Web3 infrastructure to allow the next
10,000 founders to experiment. Together, Jur’s core team and community will bring the 1 click
country vision to life, empowering people all over the world to create and choose better societal
systems.


